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Dignity
undiminished

when i left her i was 
wondering how someone who 
has suffered and lost so much 
can still provide such warm 
hospitality to a stranger. she was 
petit woman living in a refugee 
settlement going about her 
daily chores, when i dropped 
by to visit her. after our chat, 
i thought to myself, “she lives 
with dignity despite having fled 
her country and seek refuge.” 
There were no visible signs of 
bitterness and anger, only a 
warm hospitality and cheer-
ful ownership of her life in all 

its joys and sorrows. i see many women every day at our office in 
Bangkok as they wait to speak to our urban refugee Project staff. 
some wait with young children, others alone. some live in the city 
by themselves because their husbands are in Bangkok’s immigration 
detention Centre. 

These women — from sri lanka, Pakistan and Congo and other 
african nations — are incredibly resilient and dignified but are living 
in an almost impossible situation, trying to survive in Bangkok. 

some women live in Bangkok for two or three years before they 
are resettled. some women wait and are never recognized as refugees. 
while waiting, they are not allowed to work legally. without Thai lan-
guage skills or money their children are unable to go to school. They 
stay home every day anxiously hoping that they do not hear a knock 
on the door; it could be immigration authorities coming to arrest and 
detain them for overstaying their visas while waiting for their refugee 
cases to be decided.

They are not asking much, they have the same dreams and 
desires as the rest of humanity. They do not want to rely on financial 
assistance from ngos. They would like to be treated with dignity. 
They want to live and work peacefully. They need the un’s refugee 
agency (unHCr) to recognise them as refugees and resettle them to 
a safe country.

However, reality is less kind to them. The rights that they long 
for seem distant. They are unable to work, at least according to the 
narrow confines of the law, which can leave women incredibly vulner-
able. women are at risk of being trafficked and trapped in the sex 
industry. They face double jeopardy; desperate for their safety and 
their children’s, they flee to another country where their safety is not 
guaranteed. 

Muznah (pages 8-11) lives in Bangkok with her four children. 
she cannot return to sri lanka, and after being denied refugee status 
she receives no assistance. with no money or support she is unsure 
how to survive in this city while she appeals her case. all she can do 
is wait.

to be in solidarity with the rest of humanity, each of us needs to 
understand the vulnerability and risks refugees and displaced people 
face every day. we need to walk with them, and give them a chance to 
develop the skills they have so they can support themselves. 

we appeal to governments and international agencies to look 
beyond political interests and make it possible for refugees and 
displaced people to work legally and earn a living during their stay 
in their host country. we also urge governments to provide alterna-
tives to keeping people in detention centres, the impact of which on 
women and children is obvious.

Bernard Hyacinth Arputhasamy, SJ
Regional Director JRS Asia Pacific
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      Cover photo: Women seeking asylum in 
Bangkok face difficulties finding a community when 
living in hiding. (Photo by Valeria Racemoli/ JRS 
Thailand)

Diakonia, meaning literally “to serve,” has been the 
quarterly publication of JRS Asia Pacific since 1983.

The Jesuit Refugee Service is an international Catholic 
organisation established in 1980 by Fr Pedro Arrupe, 
SJ. Its mission is to accompany, serve and advocate 
for forcibly displaced persons around the world.
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To read more news briefs or more on these stories, 
go to www.jrsap.org

UN annual   
meeting

JRS Asia Pacific participated 
in the annual UNHCR 
consultations in Geneva 
where JRS raised issues such 
as the length it takes for an 
asylum seeker to be declared 
a refugee (see p. 8-11) and 
promoted more transparency 
in the process. JRS also 
discussed a strategy for the 
year focusing on alternatives 
to detention in the region.

BBQ, Ignatian style

World Refugee Day
This year, JRS Immigration Detention Project organised 
a World Refugee Day event for the refugees to meet, 
talk and have lunch with their families. JRS worked 
with IOM and IDCC to have a lunch and cultural 
event for families. “…I thank every officer at JRS for 
understanding the human feelings and bringing the 
refugees downstairs for the family day and for giving 
respect to the refugee rights and arranging this day 
within many difficulties…”
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Students from St Igantius’ College, Riverview 
commemorated St Ignatius’ Feast Day by hosting nine 
asylum seekers currently staying at Blaiket House in Sydney, 
a shelter for asylum seekers. “The students took them on 
a tour of the school and shared a BBQ with them, and they 
played soccer, baseball and Frisbee,” said JRS’ project 
coordinator, Louise Stack. “None of the guys knew how to 
play baseball, so they really enjoyed that!” The invitation was 
an opportunity for students to interact with asylum seekers 
from around the world - Senegal, Iran, India, Pakistan, 
Nigeria, North Korea and Turkey – and for the men to 
experience some calm in an uncertain situation.12 million stateless

Asia hosts most of the world’s stateless people, according 
to the UN’s refugee agency (UNHCR). There are 12 
million stateless people living in the world today, and 
30 million babies are unregistered every year in Asia. 
Thailand hosts 20% of the world’s stateless people, 2.5 
million, down from 3.5 million in 2010. Without being 
registered or having citizenship, children and adults risk 
having limited access to health care, education and work 
opportunities. These people become vulnerable to illegal 
activity, human trafficking and exploitation.

Flood in Mae Hong Son
JRS staff in Mae Hong Son, Thailand witnessed a flood and 
landslide in Ban Mai Surin camp destroying 21 families’ homes. In 
addition, the road to and inside the camp was damaged, the river 
bank eroded and two bridges were damaged. A primary school 
hosted affected families who are now rebuilding their homes. 
Schools were closed for two weeks and classes have resumed. 
International NGOs provided tools, food and other supplies to 
people who are beginning to rebuild.
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What makes Cambodia different?

Cambodia is a signatory to the 1951 Refugee 
Convention and 1967 Protocol offering rights and 
protection to refugees.

Because it is a signatory to the convention, it is 
thought to be a safe country for refugees to settle 
and most refugees are not elligible for resettlement 
to a third country through the UN Refugee Agency 
Process.

Cambodia has the Refugee Office under the 
Department of Immigration rather than leaving the 
work completely to UNHCR.

whenever someone asks me 
what i do in Cambodia, my response 
is usually followed by quizzical looks, 
“There are refugees who come to 
Cambodia?” it is not surprising given 
Cambodia’s history of political strife 
that has resulted in its own nationals 
seeking asylum abroad, that there 
would be some dismay that Cambo-
dia also acts as a receiving country to 
those that make their way here. 

after working with refugees in 
Cambodia for six months and having 
these kinds of conversations regularly 

i was prompted to begin an awareness-raising exercise. i thought that 
might be a good way to communicate the reality of the situation for 
refugees world-wide, and also highlight the specific challenges that face 
refugees here in Cambodia. 

i contacted the royal university of law and economics (rule) 
here in Phnom Penh, to see if some of their students might be interested 
in a lecture on the topic of refugees. My enquiry was met with over-
whelming enthusiasm, and i was invited to speak to a class of under-
graduate law students who were taking a class called “Free speech”. 
These students had studied international law, and Human rights 
already, so had some grounding in the concepts relating to refugees 
and their rights under legal instruments. 

“For refugees, it is really important for their lives that the people 
around them welcome them, even if it is not financially, it should be 
emotionally so that they can integrate themselves into the country,” 
one student remarked.

Throughout the talk, we discussed the 1951 refugee Conven-
tion, the definition of a refugee, what cases of refugees people already 
knew of -- Cambodians, vietnamese boat people, syria, libya, 
somalia -- how the global political landscape affects forced migration, 
and the obligations that the royal Cambodian government has as a 
signatory to the Convention. 

“i feel that, even though Cambodia is not a rich country, we need 
to share what we have with legitimate refugees,” said one student. “we 
can’t leave them alone. However, i really wish for less war so there are 
fewer refugees in the world. i heard about the syrian, somalian, and 
libyan refugees on the news and i feel very sorry for them.”

The majority of urban refugees presently in Cambodia are 
vietnamese, and Pakistani and are political dissidents. There are also 

Burmese, somali, sudanese and algerian refugees who were political 
dissidents or persecuted on account of their religious beliefs. 

although i was not exactly sure how in-tune to current refugee 
issues the students would be, i was impressed by the level of questions 
that were raised for discussion. They ranged from the crisis in syria, to 
the proposed australia-Malaysia deal. given that the class has a focus 
on free speech issues, we spent some time discussing “political opinion,” 
and the importance of protecting such a right for a free society. 

“Before the talk, i simply thought that refugees were bad people 
who would just try to benefit from a foreign country and they do noth-
ing to help themselves. However, after the talk, i realized that refugees 
are the most vulnerable group who need special protection and who 
should be treated in a special manner,” another student said.

i was so happy to be able to speak to these young, motivated, and 
smart future leaders of Cambodia. special thanks to rule and Profes-
sor nick rhine, who allowed me the time in his class.

i left the lecture feeling hopeful that if any of these students met a 
refugee on the street one day, they would extend them a friendly hand. 
like many things in the rapid development of Cambodia, it is the young 
people of this country that are shaping the way forward. 

Nikola Errington, JRS Cambodia legal officer

Spreading the word

Clearing clusters

afghanistan, which has witnessed the 
devastation cluster munitions cause, has 
become the 62nd state party to the Convention 
on Cluster Munitions on the eve of an interna-
tional conference on the ban.

The Cluster Munition Coalition (CMC), 
including Jrs representatives, which gathered 
in Beirut, lebanon for the second Meeting 
of states Parties to the Convention, warmly 
welcomed this news. 

song Kosal, the youth ambassador to the 
international Campaign to Ban landmines 
and a landmine survivor herself, was pleased 
to hear the news.

“i am so grateful to see that afghanistan 
ratified the Cluster Bomb Ban,” Kosal said 
from Phnom Penh. “This is great effort for 
everyone especially afghan people, campaign-
ers, their government and victims. i strongly 
hope that my country, Cambodia, will sign 
and ratify this convention before the 11MsP 
(11th Meeting of state Parties to the Mine Ban 
treaty) in Phnom Penh.’’

Cluster munitions were used extensively 
by soviet and united states forces in afghani-
stan between 1979 and 2002, and at least 745 
people have been injured by cluster munitions 
there since 1980. 

Between october 2001 and early 2002 
alone, us aircraft dropped 1,228 cluster bombs 

containing 248,056 sub munitions in 232 
strikes on locations throughout the country.

“we’re pleased that afghanistan is now a 
state Party to the Convention and hope it will 
set an example to others by beginning their 
work to implement their obligations under 
the treaty straight away,” said sulaiman safdar 
of afghan landmine survivors organisation 
(also), a member of the CMC.

Jrs has been campaigning against land-
mines since 1990 and cluster munitions since 
2008. Jrs was one of the founding organi-
zations of the Thailand Campaign to Band 
landmines and a member of the international 
Campaign to Ban landmines. in 1997 this 
campaign won the nobel Peace Prize and tun 
Channareth with other Jrs advocates to ban 

landmines accepted the award.
delegates of southeast asian states of lao 

Pdr, vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, Malaysia, 
indonesia and Philippines came together in 
an informal side meeting expressing unilateral 
support for the humanitarian objectives of the 
convention. Yong Chanthalangsy, ambassa-
dor & Permanent representative of lao Pdr 
in geneva, pointed out that key stakeholders 
need to be more aware of the unacceptable 
harm caused by cluster munitions and its 
impact for national and regional development. 
“There is a need to advocate for a stronger 
asean to make it a community of peace, 
friendship and a caring society,” he said.

regional campaigners and survivors 
forming the CMC stated south east asia as 
the world’s most heavily affected region needs 
more and faster clearance of areas contami-
nated with cluster munitions. 

“i hope that all countries will ban Cluster 
Bombs and join the treaty as soon as possible, 
so that people here in south east asian and all 
over the world will be safe from the dangers 
of Cluster Munitions. Please also help that, we 
the survivors of cluster munitions in laos and 
all around the world continue to receive as-
sistance to be able to find a place in our family 
as well as in society,” stated latsamy volalath,  
cluster munition survivor and advocate.

JRS celebRateS afghaniStan Ratifying the convention on cluSteR MunitionS in 
beiRut, lebanon, but RecogniSeS the challengeS foR the tReaty in South eaSt aSia.

WoRld Refugee day offeRed the chance foR one JRS laWyeR to 
educate local caMbodian StudentS about inteRnational laW.

Before the talk, i simply thought that refugees were bad 
people... after the talk, i realised that refugees are the most 

vulnerable group who need special protection.
student at Cambodia’s royal university of law and economics

       Demonstrations of de-mining in 
Nabatieh, South Lebanon showed how 
a de-miner can be injured and how 
sub-munitions are too dangerous to 
move, so they must be destroyed in a 
controlled explosion. (Photos by Lars 
Stenger/JRS Indonesia)
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Q  a n d  A

Life after the landmine
eveRy yeaR, the death toll foR people dying in landMine accidentS in the aSia 
pacific Region RiSeS. faMilieS aRe deStRoyed and liveS aRe changed. theRe iS Still 
Much WoRk to be done in the inteRnational coMMunity to ban MineS eveRyWheRe.

Q:

A:

       Song Kosal meets with Pope Benedict XVI with the International 
Campaign to Ban Landmines.

Q:
A:

Song Kosal is the youth ambassador for the International Campaign to 
Ban Landmines. She was the first person to sign the People’s Treaty in 
Ottawa, Canada, and was present in Oslo, Norway, when the ICBL and 
Jody Williams were jointly awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. As ICBL Youth 
Ambassador, Kosal, now aged 24, represents youth campaigners and 
survivors at events worldwide. Kosal has succeeded in putting a face to the 
many lesser-known young landmine survivors around the world.

Can you tell me a bit about that day you encountered the land 
mine?

I lost my leg in a landmine accident when I was 5 years old. I went 
to the rice field with my mom to collect firewood, when I stepped on a 
landmine. After that my mom took me to the hospital in the village. A 
landmine also killed my oldest brother. He was a soldier.

How did you get involved with JRS, and the ICBL?

In 1995 the organisation International Committee of the Red Cross 
(ICRC) came to my village to provide disabled people with prosthetic legs. 
I decided to go with them because I wanted to have two legs to run and 
play like the other children. At the centre I met Father Kike from Spain. He 
took my picture and later on he sent two staff members to find me in my 
village, to see if I wanted to help with the campaign. I decided to come and 
join the campaign because I didn’t want to see any other children or people 
get injured or killed by landmines. I want to make sure other children can 
run and play with two legs, even if I can’t. First we did the campaign in 
Cambodia but in 1995 I travelled to Vienna to speak at the United Nation 
and ask them to ban landmines and give support to victims. I have been 
campaigning ever since.

You, as an individual have done so much to raise awareness 
about landmines in the world. What can other individuals do to further 
this cause?

In 1998 I started a new campaign called Youth Against War and the 
campaign says, “No more, No more war, No more landmine victims.” I have 
five promises for young people to make: I will help those hurt by landmines 
and war. I will care for the environment. I will solve arguments without 
violence. Everyday I will spend five minutes reflecting peacefully. Everyday 
I will do one thing to make peace grow like flower. Within these five points 
young people can chose one point to fulfil.

Now you can choose one to promise with me with the campaign to make 
the world better. You as individuals can write a letter to the countries that 
have not signed the treaty and ask them to do so (www.icbl.org). Let them 
know that you support banning landmines and want the world free from 
mines. We need you, your family, your friends, your colleagues to work 
together for a better place for our brothers and sisters and give more 
support to victims. They really need your help, even though many things 
have been done, it is not enough. So we still need you.

When landmines affect so many people, what made you decide 
to devote yourself to banning landmines worldwide?

As you know, there was war in Cambodia for a long time and people 
tried to protect their territory. After the war, everyone had to go back to their 
lives, trying to earn money and living in poor conditions. These villagers 
never knew where the landmines were and they killed innocent people.

As I mentioned above, in 1995 I went to Vienna, I was so small and when 
I got up to the stage I forgot what I wanted to say, and the campaign was 
unsuccessful in 1995 and 1996. But I wanted to try again when I saw my 
friends Tun Channareth, Chreuk, Hem Phong who lost their both legs 
to landmines. So in 1997 we established the People’s Treaty in Ottawa, 
Canada. At the beginning, it was only Jody Williams, Lindsay (a girl my 
age in Canada) and I who signed this treaty. We had 122 countries decide 
to ban landmines at that time and it was a magic year for us to keep us 
moving and working hard with the campaign.

But it’s lucky for me that I have the chance to get involved so I keep 
moving because I want to see the world free of mines. I want to see people 
live with peace; I want to see survivors gain equal rights, I want to see 
survivors have a better life, I wanted to see children who can run, play and 
do anything with their two legs, arms, eyes without any fear. This makes 
me strong and keeps me moving.

Q:

A:

To read the extended Q and A and to 
see more photos of Song Kosal’s work 
go to www.jrsap.org

Q:

A:

r e f u g e e  v o i c e s

in the name of al-
lah, the gracious and 
Merciful.

i have been living 
in Bangkok’s immigra-
tion detention Centre 
(idC) with my wife 
and three small chil-
dren since december, 
when we were arrested 
while sleeping in our 
home. we were con-

sidered illegal migrants after overstaying our 
visa while we were seeking asylum in Thailand. 
luckily, since our arrest we have finished our 
refugee status determination and have been 
accepted as refugees.

i am an ahmadi Muslim from Pakistan. 
since 1974 we ahmadi people have lived with 
fewer rights that other Muslim groups. in 
1984, there were constitutional amendments 
passed that made us more than just second-

class citizens, but an actual persecuted group. 
while, according to islam, ahmadhis are no 
different than other Muslims, the government 
of Pakistan saw it differently and actively sup-
ported our persecution. since then, govern-
ment officials, Mullahs (religious leaders) and 
average citizens of Pakistan have been making 
it unsafe and almost impossible to live there. 
The ahmadi people, individually and collec-
tively, are suffering in Pakistan.

i faced this persecution daily over the last 
several years, but it reached its peak when i 
was kidnapped. religious extremists took me 
from my home, claiming they were the only 
true Muslims and ahmadis like myself were 
heretics. They forced me to change my religion 
and held me prisoner for 30 days because no 
one could afford to pay the outrageous ransom 
money they demanded.

at that point, i knew being an ahamdi 
Muslim in Pakistan was impossible. i had 
to flee with my family. i decided to come to 
Thailand because this is where the unHCr 
regional headquarters is. i thought that the 
process of resettlement would be faster here 
than other countries. i left my homeland and 
arrived in Bangkok august 2009.

when i had my initial interview with 
unHCr in 2009, i found out that surviving in 
Bangkok during the refugee status determina-
tion process would not be easy. it is an expen-
sive city for a family of five, especially when we 
are not legally allowed to work without a work 
permit or a valid visa.

luckily, unHCr provided shelter to my 
family and assisted us as much as they could. 
Through unHCr, i also came in contact with 
other ngos supporting asylum seekers and 
refugees. unable to work or support my family 
and community i felt unhappy and worried for 
my future. 

Then i met Jrs. Jrs, through its urban 
refugee Programme, assisted me in many 
ways. i went to them and told them about 
how i, among other people in our community, 
had nothing to do with our days as we waited 
for news from unHCr. Jrs supported my 
community with an ahmadi Community 
Centre where we could gather and educate our 
children and ourselves. i was in charge of the 
education, having our children come to the 

centre to learn english and other basic studies 
during the week. we were keeping busy and 
hopeful, and nearly everybody in the commu-
nity was grateful for the centre. although we 
were considered illegal and couldn’t get work, 
with the friendship i formed with Jrs, i was 
able to survive in Thailand.

luckily, my life here was a bit better sim-
ply because i was able to speak some english. 
i was able to get a job. with this job, i was able 
to better support my family.

unfortunately, the work and the commu-
nity centre came to an end in december 2010. 
My family, long with 50 other members of our 
community were arrested and detained. 

while some people decided to return to 
Pakistan after they were arrested, i remain here 
with my family. in March, i was accepted as a 
refugee, and now i await resettlement. and it is 
here in detention that my best, old friend Jrs, 
has been assisting me, my wife and our three 
small children. The Jrs staff here are helpful to 
us and cooperative with our needs. The main 
problems in idC are health and food related, 
but Jrs provides a medical clinic and supple-
mental food for the detainees.

i’d like to thank all officials of Jrs inside 
and outside idC who have supported my fam-
ily. They are good people who have been very 
encouraging. i am thankful to the legal officers 
who have assisted me with my case and those 
who have visited me in idC. still today, after 
five months, people still visit me and i am very 
thankful.

Thank you so much. May god grant you 
more and more blessings.

In March 2011, the author and his family 
were accepted as refugees. They have since been 
released from the detention centre on bail and 
are awaiting resettlement.

Friends in detention
afteR fleeing fRoM pakiStan, one Man Sought Refuge in bangkok RealiSing life in 
thailand Would not be a long-teRM Solution foR hiS faMily.

What does JRS do in Immigration Detention Centres?

JRS has been serving in Bangkok’s IDC since 1989, originally in response to the large numbers of Vietnamese 
detained after the Indo-Chinese War who had to be medically screened for resettlement to the United States.

We still provide medical assistance that was extended to all detainees in the IDC, and also started a release program 
in 1991 to aid the release and voluntary repatriation of detainees from distant countries. JRS legal officer provides 
legal representation and advocates for asylum seekers throughout the refugee status determination (RSD) process.

I was kidnapped. Religious 
extremists took me from 
my home claiming that they 
were the only true Muslims.
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c o v e r  s t o r y

InvIsIblerefugees
in the sprawling metropolis of Bangkok, 
women are forced to live in hiding while 
they wait to be declared refugees.

Story and photoS by Valeria racemoli
JrS thailand legal officer

adhi has given up hope. 
when she left sri lanka with 
her four children in 2009 she 
did not know what to expect. 
all that she was looking for 
was a place where she could 
finally feel safe from the war 
that had been devastating sri 
lanka for the past 20 years. 

“The military were com-
ing almost every day so we 

were afraid for our safety. My husband went to 
get the tickets to come to Bangkok, but he was 
kidnapped so i came alone. i was not able to 
look for my husband when he disappeared. i was 
alone and the military were coming every day to 
my house. so at one point i decided to take the 
tickets and leave anyway to protect my children.”

Agony of waiting

she has been living in Bangkok and surviv-
ing alone with no access to work or the ability to 
provide for her children. For two years she has 
depended on the assistance of other organisa-
tions, and in March 2011 adhi’s claim for refugee 
status was rejected by the un’s refugee agency 
(unHCr). 

“My mother is in sri lanka. sometimes 
she calls us. she also asks about the un and if i 
received a decision. i didn’t tell her that unHCr 
rejected me because i didn’t want to upset her. i 
don’t explain to her everything that is going on 
here.”

adhi is just one of approximately 2,600 
asylum seekers and refugees registered with the 
office of unHCr in Bangkok. Hundreds of them 
are women and girls who came to Thailand either 
with their family or alone. once in Bangkok they 
have to survive and provide for their children 
without any legal right to work or to health care, 



f e a t u r e

Register 
with 

UNHCR

UNHCR handbook says the 
refugee decision should be 
24 weeks after registration

Refugee decision:
Rejected
(75 weeks)First interview

(9 weeks)

First interview
(52 weeks)

f e a t u r e
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What’s needed?

Faster processing 
Women can sometimes 
wait over a year for their 
refugee status to be 
determined, causing 
stress and putting them 
in a position where they 
must care for themselves 
in a big city.

Skills workshops 
With no means of 
supporting themselves, 
women asylum seekers 
and refugees need to 
enhance their skills that 
can help them earn an 
income.

Right to work
Without training, women 
will not be able to find 
work. And without the 
right to work, their skills 
become useless in 
their survival. Nations 
need to recognize the 
difference between 
migrants and asylum 
seekers and provide 
adequate protection to 
people seeking asylum, 
like the right to support 
themselves.

Community building 
In a city of 13 million 
people, many urban 
asylum seekers are still 
alone. In order to make 
it through such a difficult 
situation, there needs to 
be structures in place 
for women to meet and 
support one another so 
they can understand that 
there are others who can 
support them.

and depending on the assistance and the be-
nevolence of organisations and individuals. 

adhi is not alone in her wait to start a 
new life. Muznah waited one year for her 
interview with unHCr. according to the 
unHCr Bangkok’s informational pamphlet 
for asylum seekers, the interview should occur 
within 12 weeks from registration. But after 
fleeing from Pakistan with her husband and 
children, Muznah has waited more than a year 

for her interview, and in that time her visa 
expired, causing her the constant fear of being 
arrested and detained. Thai law does not make 
any distinction between irregular migrants on 
one side, and asylum seekers and refugees that 
over-stay their visa, on the other. on the con-

trary, once their visas expire it allows for their 
arrest and indefinite detention at immigration 
detention Centres. 

Moreover, during their stay in Thailand 
most of the children are not able to continue 
their studies. while Thailand is a signatory 
country of the Convention on the rights of the 
Child and it recognizes the right to education 
for young asylum seekers and refugees, very 
few schools in Bangkok, mostly private inter-
national schools, are willing to accept them. 
language barriers, the lack of understanding 
among Thai society of the specific needs of the 
urban refugee population, and the parents’ in-
ability to pay the school’s fees without a steady 
income are some of the factors that make this 
right unattainable. The Bangkok refugee Cen-
tre (BrC), unHCr’s implementing partner 
in Bangkok, provides informal education for 
refugee children, but asylum seekers can only 
attend once a week. 

“My biggest worry is not for my husband 
and me, but it is for my children. i think about 
their future all the time. we saved our lives 
by coming here but i don’t know what will 
become of their future. The more we stay here 
waiting for something to happen the more 
they are missing out on their education and 
their future,” Muznah said. 

Wanting to work

nikou abandoned everything when she 
left iran, at the age of 27. she left her family, 
her friends, and her university study in graph-
ic design. she had to escape one year of arbi-
trary detention and torture in iran. she arrived 

in Bangkok this February and she attended her 
interview with unHCr at the beginning of 
May. like many other asylum seekers and refu-
gees in Bangkok, nikou spends most of her 
days doing nothing but waiting for unHCr to 
call her with a decision. The frustration of not 
knowing what will be of her future is doubled 
by the insecurity of her life here and the in-
ability to provide for herself. 

“i would love to have a job, but i can’t 
have one. i spend my time at home because i’m 
afraid that the police will arrest me,” she said. 

today, half of the world’s refugees live in 
cities and towns and a significant and grow-
ing percentage of them is made of women and 
children, as it is recognised by the unHCr 
in its urban refugee Policy. Being denied the 
right to gain an income under national law, 
urban asylum seekers and refugees in Bangkok 
are often left with no choice but to join the 
informal economy in an effort to provide for 
themselves and their dependants. women and 
girls are at risk of sexual and gender based vio-
lence (sgBv), sexual exploitation and human 
smuggling and trafficking. 

unHCr in their urban refugee Policy 
recognises that some women resort to “sur-
vival sex” as their only way to make an income. 
Jrs is concerned for single women and girls 
with or without children living in communi-
ties that provide little support that this could 
become a possibility when trying to survive in 
Bangkok.Having worked with Jrs as a psycho-
social counsellor for the past year, Zarah alih 
knows very well the challenges that female 
asylum seekers and refugees have to face in 
Bangkok. 

“Most women who come here get as-
sistance from Jrs for six months if they meet 
the ‘extremely vulnerable’ criteria. we provide 
housing assistance, economic assistance, 
referral for medical support and, of course, 
psychosocial counselling. However, once we 
stop our assistance, they have no capacity to 
work so they sell their jewellery and when that 
money runs out, they come back to us. once 
they realise how long they have to stay in Thai-
land and how long ngos are able to support 
them, they know they will have to figure out 
something else.”

according to its urban refugee Policy, 
unHCr should place a high-priority on 
establishing an environment that allows urban 
refugees to be self-reliant “as a way of retain-
ing their dignity”. Their policy cannot be fully 

realized in Thailand because the Thai government 
does not recognize urban asylum seekers. as part 
of her work, Zarah does her best to find income 
generating activities for them to do, struggling with 
language barriers (most of these women and girls 
do not speak english or Thai), limited previous 
work experience, and security risks.  

“we realise that due to the length of the 
refugee status determination process (rsd) 
what we can do is actually insufficient to cover the 
whole stay in Thailand. That is why i try to point 
out activities for them but the challenges are many. 
Because of the risk of arrest we have encouraged 
income generation that happens at home. How-
ever, because of the same threat they often need to 
change apartments, thus making it difficult to keep 
the activity alive. another challenge is represented 
by their lack of work experience. in the first session 
of a support group activity i ask them what they 
need. They need training. even if they enjoyed the 
right to work legally, for many of them without any 
training their situation would not change,” Zarah 
said.

Based on her experience, Zarah finds that 
income-generating activities – like beading hijabs 
or sewing – are more than just a way to make 
money. activities take their minds off of waiting 
day after day for a unHCr decision on their cases. 
and by increasing their ability to survive without 
assistance it also improves their sense of self-esteem 
and confidence while preparing them for the future. 

Alone in their communities

Most refugees living the city admit that it is an 
isolating existence.

“we never go to BrC. all the people there sit 
around, waiting and gossiping about each other,” 
said one teenage sri lankan refugee.

isolation in the city is another factor with 

which women and girl asylum seekers and refugees 
have to cope with during their stay in Bangkok. 
integration within the Thai society is almost impos-
sible to reach because of the many legal, social and 
language barriers. But also inside the refugee com-
munity solidarity among the different nationalities 
is still in many cases only a distant dream. 

whenever she goes to BrC, adhi  knows that 
she has to ignore the men because people will make 
up stories about her. she has to dress a certain 
way, or people will talk about her. But, her friend 
admitted, people talk and make up stories about 
one another because they have nothing but gossip 
to fill their time. after two years in Bangkok she 
knows how “difficult it is to make friends and create 
a community.”

Zarah has begun the process of developing 
female support groups in different refugee commu-
nities, but admits there are difficulties.

“i want them to understand that they cannot 
always rely on other organisations and that they are 
in the same situation and they can help each other. i 
want them to be supportive,” Zarah said.

urban refugees are often forgotten. They live 
anonymously. They do not live in refugee camps, 
where much funding and media attention is 
focused. They try to exist invisibly until they are 
resettled. But the needs of urban refugees and asy-
lum seekers, particularly women, are not invisible 
to anyone who cares to look closely. in reality, they 
suffer from a lack of assistance compared to refu-
gees living in camps where most services are coor-
dinated and provided for by many ngos. safety, 
support, work skills, income and fast resettlement—
these needs are just hopes to many of the hundreds 
of women seeking asylum in Bangkok.

“no girl would come here and leave her coun-
try if she could stay there and live a normal life,” 
nikou said. “it is very difficult to be alone here.”

First interview
(4 weeks)

Adhi
from 
Pakistan

Nikou 
from Iran

Muznah
from Sri 
Lanka

       Nikou took this self-portrait to emphasise that living in hiding in the city takes all of 
the happiness and hope from her eyes.

       Nikou took this photo of a police car 
from the inside of a taxi. The possibility of 
arrest and being detained is one of her 
biggest fears. “If they arrested me and sent 
me back to my country what could I do? 
I remember all the bad memories of the 
prison and the nightmares, That police car 
is my new nightmare.

       Nikou says drawing helps her get through the days of waiting.

Waiting for appeal
(20 weeks)*

Still waiting
(22 weeks)*

Still waiting
(72 weeks)*

* All three women are still 
waiting for their decisions. 
This timeline is accurate 
as of 5 October, 2011.

< <
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Why I keep writing

Dunia loves to write. Dunia in Arabic and Indonesian means 
“World”. When asked whether he is still writing in detention, and 
this was his reply:

a little bit
i want to write a lot
But something does not let me write
and that is my family and their lives
especially now a days i want to write 
about the tragedy 
and difficulties of asylum seekers on their way to australia
The world needs to know we are not here for a party
we are not here for celebrations
we are not here for fun
we came here just because of fighting
we do not like war
Many immigration officials think that we came here for food and 
for fun
it is totally wrong
Pray for me that i do it
i can complete this 

Dunia, detainee at one of Australia’s Immigration Detention 
Centres
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No need for NGOs
Mr Antonio, is the chief of 

Becora village. Becora is one of four 
villages where JRS is implementing 
housing and capacity building pro-
grammes. Mr Antonio, reflects on 
the challenges faced in his Village. 

looking back, the 2006 and 2007 military crisis in timor-leste 
made many people suffer, not only vulnerable people but also many 
community leaders and authorities. day after day and night after night, 
we had to respond to families, children and the elderly who were losing 
their homes as a result of the conflict with indonesia. as local authori-
ties, we were also forced to flee because we became targets. 

Many ngos, including Jrs helped us with the difficult task of 
housing displaced people during and immediately after the fighting. 
unfortunately many of these ngos are no longer with us any more. 
However, i am thankful to all those people who assisted, even if it was 
only for a short period of time. 

now we have peace in timor-leste, but the situation will only 
remain peaceful if the community continues to work on building itself. 
we must finds ways to integrate their ideas into new development 
programs. Catholic relief services (Crs) continues to work in three sub 
villages with the Culture for Peace Program and Jrs is working in the 
village of Becora to strengthen local leadership and increase community 
participation in the process of peace and reconciliation. 

Working towards rebuilding

Jrs began working in six camps in 2007: dom Bosco, Canossa 
Haslaran, Canossa Balide, s. José school, semin·rio Menor and taibesse 
Clinic. Jrs worked with idPs in those camps, and later helped them to 
return to their villages. 

Jrs continued to help them solve residual problems such as conflict 
resolution until all of the idPs 
returned home or moved to other 
authorised places. 

not every displaced per-
son came to my village, but Jrs 
continues to work with us because 
we received many idPs from those 
camps. now, the local officials, 
including myself, have a responsibility to both the villagers and the 
displaced people who have come to our village – if we start a program, 
we must ensure that program can sustain itself. 

There is still a shortage of many basic necessities for our people, 
like infrastructure, health care and housing. we also lack official institu-
tions that are able to assist people to find appropriate ways to solve their 
problems and help them to recognise their own potential and capacity. 

Surviving in the city

Because of the war with indonesia many people fled from the 
mountains to live in dili, the capital city. now we have our own govern-
ment, our own laws, but these laws cannot solve the population’s basic 
problems like the ability for people to own their own home or to find 
employment. 

now with so many people living in the capital, the problems with 
housing extend beyond the surrounding villages. More than 60 percent 
of people living in dili do not legally own their homes or legally live on 
their own land. 

either they live on private land or on state lands, and in private or 
state owned properties. slowly, the owners of private property and the 
state are claiming this land to build new infrastructure, forcing many 
into homelessness. 

Jrs helped build five houses in our village for vulnerable people. 
Jrs continues to work in our village by helping us consolidate our 

administration at the village and sub-village levels 
and register the population. This is an important 
task for us, as it will help us to identify and mo-
bilise different groups in the community to carry 
out development activities. 

The Counsel of villages now meets regularly 
and many sub-village chiefs are able to develop 

proposals and submit them to the relevant government departments. 
some programs are running with community participation; for exam-
ple, drain cleaning in Clack Fuik sub-village, canal building in Malboro 
and darlau sub-villages, bridge repair and maintenance in romit sub-
village and in Maucoco Mate sub-village. 

while i am still concerned for the people in our village, surround-
ing villages and dili, i feel encouraged to continue to build capacity of 
the people around me. we, as a community, must continue to strive for 
a better future.

one village leadeR StRiveS toWaRd Self SuStainability

Many sub-village chiefs are able 
to develop proposals and submit 

them to the government.



dangerous waters: refugees 
in Papua new guinea

For the last 20 years, mines have 
devastated the land and people of 
PNG, including the 6,500 refugees 

living along the vast river systems that 
carry waste from the mine out to sea.



“
“
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in 1976 the hopes of the people of Papua 
new guinea were looking upward: jobs, shares of 
profits and a nation moving forward with its own 
development. Broken Hill Proprietary Company 
limited, a corporation based in australia, began 
building the ok tedi Mine in the highlands of 
Png with promises to improve the country it was 
working in.

More than 30 years later, the reality has 
surfaced, although many believe that day of 
stability will soon come. others have given up 
hope.

“all of those ventures promised to bring 
development and prosperity to our country, 
especially in the provinces where they are 
located,” wrote the Catholic Bishop’s Conference 
of Png and solomon islands. “landowners 
expected great benefits. But have these promises 
been kept? or are the resources and the amazing 
opportunities they present being squandered?”

with the billions oK tedi has exported in 
copper, gold and silver, 10 percent has been given 
to some Png residents creating not only a gap 
between the super-rich and the abjectly-poor, but 
a culture of corruption over this new cash flow. 

“wealth hasn’t trickled down,” the letter 
from the conference said. “The obvious outcome 
of this so-called development has been more 
negative than positive.”

But not everyone is eligible for a share 
in ok tedi Mine. 10,000 refugees from west 
Papua live in Png. about 5,000 live close to the 
border of west Papua where they speak similar 
languages, have similar cultures and are closer to 
their families still in indonesia. They have been 
using the ok tedi river since they began arriving 
in Png in 1984 fleeing the violent conflict in 
indonesia. They choose not to live in east awin, 
which houses about 2,500 refugees, the official 
location established by the Png government with 
the support of unHCr.  Therefore, they are not 
eligible for any financial assistance from unHCr. 

They survive partially off the river. They fish 
to feed themselves and to sell fish in the local 
market. They bathe and wash their clothes in 
this water. This water also floods onto their land, 
destroying gardens and homes.

But over the past 28 years since production 
began, the waste from the mine has caused this 
river to change dramatically making it unsafe for 
the people who live there. Yet they continue their 
daily lives as usual, with no other choice.

      “Because of the sediments, 
the rivers cannot contain all the 
water from the heavy rainfall.  
It overflows into the swamps 
and where people used to 
make their gardens. After years 
of such flooding (water with 
sediments from the mine) the 
trees die, they cannot harvest 
and some species of fish 
disappear,” said PNG Bishop 
Gilles.

       Leaders in the Kiunga 
refugee community meet 
with JRS regional director Fr 
Bernard Hyacinth Arputhasamy 
at Salamat Corner. Many 
expressed their struggles 
to provide education for 
their children, livelihood 
opportunities and hopes for one 
day to return home.
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       The leaders and the 
community in Neogamban meet 
in the chapel after Mass with Fr 
Bernard and Fr Peter to listen to 
their shared concerns. They are 
part of the small community of 
refugees out of 50,000 people 
who live in the 120 villages 
downstream of the mine. 

       OK Tedi Mine. In 2010, the 
mine produced copper 159,821 
tonnes, gold 15,131 kg and 
silver produced was 45,774 
kg. The mine’s export earnings 
were PGK 4.741 billion (just 
over $2 billion US). Photo from 
Ok Tedi Mine CMCA Review

f e a t u r e

wealth hasn’t trickled 
down. The obvious 
outcome of this so-
called development 
has been more 
negative than positive.
Catholic Bishop’s Conference of Png and 
solomon islands.
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       “We have no choice but to 
eat whatever we can catch from 
the rivers. We make a small 
living from this catch…from the 
rivers that are polluted by the 
mining. The local people are 
given some compensation by 
the mining company, but not us 
refugees who are more greatly 
affected.”

       Children come out to 
greet visitors and bid farewell 
and play along the banks and 
in the river. The irreversible 
effects of mining are seen in the 
sediments along the riverbanks. 
Presently, all the refugee 
settlements have elementary 
schools but further education is 
needed.

       The big ship represents the 
size of container ships which 
go up the Fly River to bring in 
container goods and to carry 
out minerals.

       If the average of 80 
million tonnes of tailings and 
overburden are discharged to 
the Ok Tedi River and Fly River 
each year, the coconut trees will 
continue to die and the children 
will not be able to enjoy the 
fruits anymore.““are the resources and 

amazing opportunities 
being squandered?
Catholic Bishop’s Conference of Png and 
solomon islands.
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in minutes, these dry bamboo homes, 
along with their money, livestock, birth 
registration, village-level documentation or 
work permits, tools, and food were lost.

in the days after the fire, Jrs provided 
emergency assistance and ensured that their 
landlord would rebuild their homes. The Jrs 

team came later to discuss their future challenges. 
The Jrs Mae sot project was revamped last year to more accurately 

serve the Jrs mission of going where the need is greatest and working 
where other ngos are not, as well as helping communities to help 
themselves. in the migrant community of this border town, not many 
others are assisting the daily agriculture labourers and factory workers 
who came to Thailand when they can no longer earn a living in Burma.

This Mae Ku community is one example of how the new project 
evaluates people’s needs in an area and what Jrs’ involvement will be.

“we cannot guarantee anything, we first need to assess the 
situation as a whole and then we will see what we can provide and how 
we can work together,” Jennifer titmuss, project director, said to the 
community members, which was then translated into Burmese by Mi 
sheh, the community development officer, as the four families and the 

Jrs team sat in one of the newly-built homes.
during the meeting, the community asked for help replacing the 

pigs that died in the fire and help with school fees and uniform costs 
for their children. and while it is not in the Jrs Mae sot budget to 
financially assist children 
to go to school, Jennifer 
gave suggestions of other 
places they may be able to 
access such support and 
ways they could negotiate 
payment with the schools. she explained that Jrs only gives money 
in emergencies, like the fire. The rest of their budget goes towards 
supporting livelihoods projects where small communities can begin to 
support themselves.

But this wasn’t always the way. last year, Jrs Mae sot was giving 
out financial assistance to newly arrived refugees. “refugee” was an 
unofficial title, though, because the un’s refugee agency (unHCr) is 
no longer allowed to conduct refugee status determination for Burmese 
in Thailand, so no new refugee is eligible for resettlement to a new 
country. The Burmese migrants in Mae sot either live in the area their 
whole lives, get arrested and deported, or choose to return themselves.

“when i came into the project in 2009, there had already been an 
evaluation and it was clear that the project needed to change,” Jennifer 
said. “we went out every day for months and spoke with the people 
themselves, so we could learn how to create long-term beneficial 
change for these communities. at the beginning we didn’t understand 
important issues such as the seasonal work dates and migration 
patterns, or the relationships between migrants and their Thai landlords. 
it really was a learn-as-you-go process.”

and the team of three have learned a lot since then. Mi sheh knows 
how often pigs mate and the value of a piglet. she now knows how many 
catfish can be raised in one area or how to effectively grow banana trees. 
They are also gathering an understanding of who is really in need of Jrs 
assistance, in a city where almost everyone both Thai and Burmese are 
struggling to make a living.

“This is a different way to deal with the community. now we work 
together,” said sanan, who has worked for Jrs Mae sot for five years. 
“People used to come to the office, and we gave them money. now we 
talk and share with people and visit them and investigate their lives. 
if we look at the people we work with as a whole, they all have skills, 
something they can contribute, something they can build on.”

and it is this process that is just beginning in the Mae Ku 
community. rebuilding their homes is just the start. now they need 

to find a way to support themselves between growing seasons, and 
to replace what they lost. Jennifer spoke to the community about the 
livelihood activities they wanted to start. 

she met one woman who had experience raising pigs in Thailand 
who was willing to teach two other families — who had pig-raising 
experience in Burma — how to sell piglets in the local economy. u 
Maung shwe lost his tools in the fire. without them, he cannot do 
small construction projects, but must do daily field labour, which is not 
reliable and is dangerous. one man in the house showed the Jrs team 
chemical burns from spraying chemical fertilizers. Because of his skill, 
Jrs considered replacing his tools so he could continue with his work.

The team then checked that the families had the knowledge and 
skills necessary to make their business a success. Mi sheh planned to 
come back and develop a business plan with each family. 

“we won’t start a project unless we know Jrs is not going to 
have to run it. we want to make sure it will be run by the community 
themselves successfully and not fall by the wayside,” Jennifer said. “it’s a 
case of slowly but surely. we’re pleased with what we’ve done so far and 
we feel that we’ve done, we’ve done well.”

Molly Mullen, assistant communications officer, JRS Asia Pacific

he landlord in the field next 
door started burning sugar 
cane for the next planting 
season, and an ember caught 
fire on this land,” said u Maung 
shwe who can no longer find 
work in construction since his 
tools were lost in a fire that 
destroyed four homes in the 
small Mae Ku community. “The 
homes are facing away from the 
fire, so by the time they noticed 
it, they had to run away.”

“t
Becoming self-sufficient, one community at a time
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Two newly built homes after a fire destroyed this migrant community in Mae Sot, Thailand. (Photos by Oliver White/ JRS Asia Pacific)

To read more about this 
project and see more 
photos to www.jrsap.org
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“after we were given aerobics classes, fewer people are going to the 
doctor every week,” said one detainee.

when it first began, every Friday Jrs staff, immigration staff and 
other groups would gather together for an aerobics class. Jrs would be 
responsible for providing the instructors and the idC would provide the 
space. after about a month of aerobics classes attendance of idC staff 

decreased and Jrs suggested that the detainees also be given the oppor-
tunity to join an aerobics class. 

“during the aerobics classes we can shout as loud as we like. after 
shouting like this we feel less depressed and stressed. and our bodies 
become healthier,” another detained man said.

This has also been an interesting experience for the instructors, vita 
and Monita. For them, coming into contact with the detainees was a 
completely new encounter. 

“at first we felt awkward, nervous and wary of being stared at by all 
these men from other countries who we didn’t know at all. so in the be-
ginning we would rush home straight after finishing the class. we were a 
bit scared, but also felt sorry for the detainees,” Monita said. 

vita and Monita had never learned about refugees and asylum seek-
ers before. Jrs provided them with as much information as possible 

about refugee issues, and conducted weekly reflections on their experi-
ences and observations about the detainees. 

“after getting to know them better we started to hear their life sto-
ries, although sometimes we had to use sign language. we’re happy to be 
able to give aerobics classes in the detention centre,” Monita said.

The aerobics classes have served as an opportunity for detainees and 
all the other idC stakeholders to develop their understanding of each 
other. it is an expression of concern for one’s health and for each other. 
Being able to live a healthy life is a basic right for all people, including 
refugees and asylum seekers in detention.

“Thank you Jrs and idC for giving us the opportunity to do these 
aerobics classes. aerobics is helping us to maintain our physical health, 
as well as our mental health while waiting without knowing for how long 
we might have to live in detention,” said one detainee.

Releasing stress
After just one year, the aerobics sessions, just 
one of many activities of the JRS Indonesia 
Immigration Detention Centre Project, has 
grown to include nearly all detainees, IDC 
staff and JRS field workers.

      A vegetable garden of a group of households JRS is assisting with seeds and training after they were reintegrated into 
communities after conflict caused displacement in Timor Leste. It is situated on the slope of a hill in Hera Village because there is 
no other land for them. The water that flows to the garden is piped from a spring. They are managing the natural resources to help 
maintain their livelihoods. The man in the white singlet, Alfredo, although only 18, in charge of the operation because of his great 
leadership skills. (Photo by Chanya Pacharatham/ JRS Thailand)

The Jrs projects in timor leste might have a 
flowery future. with different communities com-
ing up with livelihoods projects, some are opting 
to grow and sell flowers. others are sewing, veg-
etable gardening, farming and fish raising.

seven groups in timor leste’s rural commu-
nities have become involved in developing ideas 
for work they can do with the assistance of Jrs. 
two groups of women in Hera village are taking 
up sewing, looking for training and assistance in 
purchasing sewing machines so they can increase 
production.

groups in Camea and Becora are taking up 
vegetable and fish production. with backgrounds 
and experience, they are seeking agricultural 
training to show them new techniques in farm-
ing different kinds of food in different kinds of 
terrain.

The project approach in timor leste has 
been evolving for the past four years. From 2007-
2009, Jrs supported 17,000 people displaced 
from conflict. Jrs focused on peace building, 
reconciliation and assisting in stabilising com-
munities.

 Jrs focused on housing projects, seeking the 
most vulnerable people in different communities. 

Jrs provided materials for small, sturdy homes 
and the community came together to build the 
home together.

since then, Jrs focused on assisting village 
and sub-village councils in addressing peace and 
reconciliation issues as people who were dis-
placed were reintegrated into the communities. 
This year, the focus of intervention is still at the 
level of village and sub-village but addressing 
livelihood concerns, and food security especially 
for women and the youth. 

Isidoro Vianna da Costa, JRS Timor Leste 
project director

Fishing for a future

Why do we work in 
Timor Leste?

Since Timor Leste gained 
independence from Indonesia in 
2002, the country has continued 
to face conflicts and problems 
with poverty.

In 2011, 41% of people living 
in rural and suburban areas 
were under the poverty line. It 
is a JRS goal to provide training 
and start-up materials for local 
communities to build their 
capacity to support one another.
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